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October 18, 2008
Yesterday we had the pleasure of guiding 11 year old
Spencer Brent on his first ever deer hunt. After a gun
safety speech and “hands on” demonstration, we headed to
the rifle range where Spencer soon mastered shooting the
.280 Remington. Afterwards, we departed for the ranch
with Spencer's mom
photographing the hunt.
Spencer soon bagged his
first deer with a single 80
yard shot. By the day's
end, he would successfully
harvest a total of 4 deer with only 4 shots. Showing
off? Absolutely not, just fact! Spencer's fine
marksmanship helped us to manage our burgeoning
whitetail deer herd while providing fresh venison for
his family and friends. Good job Spencer!

October 11, 2008
This past weekend we hosted husband and wife team Neal
& Tery Terry of New Mexico on a doe &
cull buck hunt along with Anthony
& Christopher Gaglio from
Connecticut who were on a father/son
combination doe & predator hunt.
By the end of the weekend Neal & Tery harvested 28 doe deer
under the MLDP (Managed Lands Deer Program). During this
hunt, Neal a professional sniper instructor treated us to a long
range shooting seminar including ranges all the way out to 719
yards. He demonstrated his real life capabilities by firing a
rapid 3 shot group at 300 yards that measured less than 2 ½ inches! Anthony &
Christopher harvested numerous doe deer along with several species of predators
including; bobcat, fox, raccoon and ringtail cat.

October 4, 2008
Ryan Lupton was the winner of the West Texas
United Blood Services drawing where Magnum
Guide Service, LLC along with Randee Fawcett of
Encino Ranch Company donated a guided
management buck and doe hunt. Also donated
were a pair of Bushnell binoculars by Neil Grant
of The Outdoorsman Sporting Goods in
San Angelo, TX
and free deer
processing by Paul and Mark Sklenarik of
Sklenarik's Smoked Meats in Miles, TX. Ryan
brought his dad Steve Lupton as a non-hunter.
Steve has been battling leukemia since last
Christmas when he was diagnosed with the disease.
Getting out and enjoying God's creation while
hunting with his son was exactly what the doctor
ordered.

September 27, 2008
This weekend we were proud to host Danny Gray's
“Mississippi Wild Bunch” on a doe & cull buck
eradication hunt held on the
expansive “Encino Ranch.” A
grand time was enjoyed by all
participants and the lead flew
freely as they helped us manage
the ranch's surplus doe population.
A couple of designated cull bucks
were also harvested with surgical precision. By the end of the
weekend they would score 49 confirmed kills. Thanks for the
help men and look forward to next year!

